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Rūta Šepetys made a good impression on us all, coming off as a fervent woman with lots to tell. All were we 

expecting a straightforward lecture about the novel that we had so recently read, but we got an exciting up-

tempo talk that involved us all. 

 

As I walked into the classroom where the presentation was to be held along with my classmates, I spotted 

our author. She was standing by the computer desk, setting up soon-to-be-presented PowerPoint while 

simultaneously having a chat with a teacher. All of the audience took seats and prepared for what was going 

to be the exhibition. 

 

Then her presentation began. As passionate as attention grabbing, her in-depth lecture about her novel and 

many other topics of relevance was a splendid and informative piece. Many aspects of the novel were 

touched, such as the inspiration of each and every character, and all of premeditation and research that was 

needed. We learned of how Rūta had spent time in a simulation of a Soviet prison, and how the “guards” 

had been so into their roles that they had managed to cripple our humble author for at least a few months. 

Stories about her ancestors were told; how her family had fled to America on the expense of her relatives in 

Lithuania.  

 

Questions asked by the audience were answered accurately, with vast amounts detail. Rūta explained how 

she had always been astonished by dark and depressing books, and how that factor served a purpose in 

writing Between Shades of Gray. In fact, it turned out that Mrs. Šepetys had to revise the book several times, 

due to it being just too “dark and depressive.” Rūta added that she often did want her characters to be one-

sided, and described the random acts of generally quite mean and milquetoast characters such Mr. Stalas and 

Kretzy were incorporated to add dimension to the story and its atmospheres. It was noteworthy to see that 

she had previously been–and still is to a large extent– working in the music business.  

 

All in all, Rūta Šepetys came off as an enjoyable and humble character, with a fine sense of humor and a 

touch of lightness and delight in her voice. All audience had a good time listening to her tales of how the 

New York Times-Bestseller came about. I am certainly looking forward to further study of her work, and I 

hope that the rest of us are as well.   

 

By Daniel Ruin, Grade 8 student 


